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Step Up to Sociology A Level- Research 
Methods 
Research methods are all about what sociologists do.  Many 
sociological theories are underpinned by evidence.  Evidence has to be 
collected from the social world around us and this requires empirical 
research to be done.  ‘Empirical’ simply means ‘based on evidence 
from the real world’.  The process of carrying out research and 
collecting evidence distinguishes sociologists from those who make 
claims about society based on common-sense opinions, personal 
experiences or prejudices



Activity – Researching violent crime

 Ask 2 people you know, whether violent crime has increased in the last ten 

years.  Next, ask them where they have got their ‘evidence’ from.

 Is their evidence based on research findings, or personal opinion?

 Official crime statistics states that the overall level of gun crime in England 

and Wales is very low – less than 0.5% of all crime recorded by the police 

and the number of overall offences involving firearms fell by 2% in 2007-08 

compared to the previous year.  Does this finding differ from the perception 

of your friends/family?  Why do you think this might be?

 Investigate where official crime statistics, such as the ones above, come 

from.  Can you see any problems with this as evidence? 

Recap on year 11

Challenge task: Watch the following clip; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzdTiM5w
S_c - Answer the following questions;
What is the dark figure of crime?
How reliable are official crime statistics?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzdTiM5wS_c


Tasks:
Types of data – primary and secondary

Primary data is information collected by sociologists 

themselves for their own purpose.  These purposes may 

be to obtain a first-hand ‘picture’ of a group or society, or 

to test a hypothesis (an untested theory).

Task  
Write down 3 methods which could be used to gather primary data 

Recap on year 11



Recap on year 11

Secondary data is information that has been collected or 

created by someone else for their own purposes, but 

which the sociologist can then use.

Task  
Write down 2 methods which could be used to gather secondary data 



Task  

Complete the following table.  Some of the advantages and disadvantages have 

been completed for you. Use the internet to help you complete the task.

Primary data Secondary data

Advantages The data is very contemporary 

and up to date

It’s a quick and cheap way of 

doing research.

Disadvantages It may not provide the exact data 



Factors influencing choice of method: PET
Given the wide range of methods available, sociologists need to select the right one for their 

research.  Different methods and sources of data have different strengths and limitations in terms 

of practical, ethical (moral) and theoretical issues.

Task  Use the Internet, complete the boxes on the following slide, summarising the different 

practical, ethical and theoretical issues which influence a choice of research method



Practical issues
Time and money Funding bodies

Personal skills & characteristics Subject matter

Research opportunity Access & safety of the researcher

Ethical issues
Informed consent Confidentiality & privacy

Effects on research participants Vulnerable groups

Covert research & deception Which do you think is the most important factor? Why?



Shopping While Black - Social Experiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAkDHuimJRc

Watch the following clip;

Answer the following questions:
1. What methods were used?
2. Identify the ethical issues that were broken in this piece of research.
3. Identify and explain what the researcher did to overcome breaking the ethical issues.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAkDHuimJRc


Factors influencing choice of topic

This is affected by many things, most of which are to do with the interests and the values of 
the researcher, which are usually interrelated.  Peter Townsend has had a life-long 
commitment to the needs of the poor and the powerless, and his studies of the elderly 
(1957) and the poor (1979) are the result of that commitment.  Researchers will also be 
influenced by current debates in the academic world.  Thus Goldthorpe and Lockwood 
(1969) carried out their research among the manual workers of Luton at a time when 
academic opinion was saying that such people were beginning to take on middle-class 
characteristics.  The commitment of sociologists such as Mirza (1992) and Sewell (1997) to 
studying the educational experience of young African-Caribbean girls and boys has been 
derived to some extent from their own background as African-Caribbeans.  Choice of topic 
will also be affected by the funding of the research.  Researchers who depend of grants from 
organisations like the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), or from private 
foundations like Joseph Rowntree, will only be able to carry out their enquiry if it is 
approved by the organisation in questions.  Academic researchers working in higher 
education have to convince the relevant committees in their institution that the work is 
important enough for scarce resources to be devoted to it.  Sometimes research is 
commissioned, and the researcher is approached by government, a local authority, a 
business, or a charity to carry out a specific enquiry on their behalf. 

Read the following article;



This will almost invariably be linked to the policy objectives of the sponsoring organisation.  Broadly 

speaking, it is easier to obtain funding for explanatory research that seems to provide guidance to 

policy-makers than for purely academic research, and for research that is statistically based than for 

research that is more qualitative in its approach.  The choice of research topic is not made in a 

vacuum, but is influenced both by the researcher and by the context in which the research is to be 

done.  This does not automatically mean that the research is biased.  Just because researchers have 

strong feelings about what they are investigating, it does not automatically follow that their 

findings will be slanted in favour of their own beliefs and values.  Indeed, this is a major difference 

between sociology and journalism.  It is also worth remembering that the choice of topic is affected 

by the power of the subjects of the research to resist the investigation.  How far such resistance is 

possible varies according to the research methods employed but, generally speaking, we know 

more about the poor and the powerless than we do about the rich and powerful.

Source: McNeill, P & Chapman, S (2005) 

Research methods



Task  Using the extract above, summarise the different factors which 
influence the choice of topic for a researcher.  You should have at least 
4 sub-headings. 

You may wish to present it in picture / diagram form.  



Social surveys and research design

A social survey is a method of obtaining large amounts of data, usually in a statistical form, from a large number of 

people by asking them questions about their lives, attitudes, opinions or behaviour. It usually takes the form of a self-

completion questionnaire or a structured interview. Whichever survey method is used, the social survey has for many 

years been the most widely used method of social research.  Examples of large-scale surveys include the British Crime 

Survey and the General Household Survey.  The Census, which is carried out by the government every ten years is the 

most large scale social survey.  Positivists advocate the use of the survey method.  It is regarded as scientific because 

surveys are normally carried out under controlled conditions.  They are organised in a logical and systematic fashion via 

questionnaire design.  If the research is properly carried out, the personal influence of the researcher on the results is 

slight.  In other words, they are seen to be objective and value-fee.  Very importantly, they are easily replicated and the 

quantifiable data can be verified by others.  Moreover, the survey produces large amounts of statistical information 

relatively quickly and cheaply, which enables comparisons to be made between different groups and populations.  

Surveys are also appealing because they can be aimed at large groups of people.  

On the other hand, Interpretivists argue that social surveys with their emphasis on scientific logic and statistical data 

give us little insight into how people see and understand their lives.  Surveys are seen as artificial devices that produce 

artificial responses – approaching respondents like this crates a thoroughly unnatural situation, so whatever the results, 

they won’t have much bearing on what respondents usually think, generally feel, normally experience, or really believe.

Source: McNeill, P & Chapman, S (2005) Research methods

Read the following article;



Task 

Read the extract above and answer the following questions:

1. Explain how positivists see the survey method as:

(a) reliable

(a) valid

(a) representative

1. Explain why Interpretivists see the survey method as lacking in validity.

Challenge task: Use the internet and the 
source material to outline the following 
approaches;
• Positivists approach to research.
• Interpretivists approach to research.
Explain what approach will collect more valid 
data.



Selecting a sample

A research population refers to all those people who could be included in the survey.  Chances 

are, there will be a very large number of people, possibly several million, depending on the 

subject of the research, and there is no way that the researcher is going to be able to deliver a 

questionnaire to them all, still less interview them face to face.  Therefore, a sample must be 

chosen. The main principle of sampling is to choose a small cross-section of the research 

population, because it is quicker and cheaper, but the sample must be representative of the 

population of a whole.  That is to say, what is true of the sample should be true of the 

population.  There are various ways of selecting such a sample. Many sampling techniques 

require a sampling frame which is a list of all the members of the research population.  

Common sampling frames include the electoral register or the post-code address file.



Recap on year 11

Task  Complete the chart below and use the internet to help you complete the task.

Sampling 

technique

Definition Strengths Weaknesses

Simple 

random 

sampling

Quasi-

random 

sampling 

(or 

systematic 

sampling)

Stratified 

random 

sampling

Challenge task: Using the internet  find 
ALL the different sampling methods 
used by sociologists;
• Define
• Identify the advantages and 

disadvantages.



Questionnaires
Questionnaires are lists of questions compiled by the researcher and completed by the 

respondent.  There are different types of questionnaires / question design.

Task 

Define the following:

Closed questions -

Open-ended questions -

Measurement scales –

Challenge task: Provide two examples 
of a closed question and an open 
question.

Explain what questions will provide 
more valid data.

• What approach will support open 
questions? Explain your answer.

• What approach will support closed 
questions? Explain your answer.



Evaluating questionnaires

Using the internet, complete the table below.  

Advantatages of questionnaires Disadvantages of questionnaires

Challenge task: Using the internet find 
ALL the different types of 
questionnaires;
• Define
• Identify the advantages and 

disadvantages.



Interviews
Like questionnaires, interviews involve asking questions.  The main difference is 

that questionnaires are completed by the respondent (self-completion), whereas 

interviews involve a social interaction between the interviewer and respondent.

Task 

Can you think of two advantages of carrying of face-to-face interviews, as opposed 

to a self-completion questionnaire. Write them down in the space below:

1

2 Challenge task: Using the internet find 
the different types of interviews;
• Define
• Identify the advantages and 

disadvantages.


